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DISCLAIMER
This information is general advice only and does not take into account your particular circumstances, your
personal investment or financial planning objectives, your investment knowledge, needs and requirements,
including taxation implications that may result from investing in the Fund.
There are references to past performance in this document. Past performance is no guarantee of future
performance. Gyrostat or any of its officers, advisers, agents or associates do not in any way guarantee the
performance of the Fund.
Investors should download and review the Information Memorandum available at www.gyrostat.com.au before
making an investment in the Fund.

Gyrations – Insights into risk management of an equity portfolio
By Craig Racine, Managing Director and Chief Investment Officer, Gyrostat Capital Management
In this fortnightly report we provide insights into risk management of an equity portfolio.
o

o

Global macro conditions (in pictures) with key upcoming data release with market pricing of
outcomes based upon the flow of money (where available)

“Do it yourself” risk managed equity income with protection current market costs, varying
the duration of protection and capital at risk.

Our investment view is that interest rates will stay low for an extended period, and stock market
volatility will increase. During 2012-2015 the level of volatility was low by historical standards. Our
expectation is that volatility will increase, leading to “risk-on”, “risk-off” investing market characteristics
only distantly related to fundamentals. Volatility has started to increase in 2016.

With this view, there is a need to expand the range of ‘income’ assets to include risk managed equity
funds. Re-allocating ‘income’ to ‘growth’ assets in search of higher returns exposes investors to
substantial fluctuations in capital value.

In this macro environment, both asset classes, ‘income’ and ‘growth’, have fragilities. “Income” assets
such as cash and term deposits provide insufficient income with no prospect for any capital growth.
“Growth” assets, investing directly in blue chip high yielding shares, or equity funds, leave investors
exposed to falls in the value of investments in this fragile and highly indebted global environment. The
traditional portfolio approach is to blend ‘income’ and ‘growth’ assets, which will produce
portfolios with insufficient income and substantial fluctuations in capital value.

There is a need for risk managed investments in growth assets. The ideal solution is to buy blue
chip shares with insurance resulting in a “hockey stick” payoff always in place – always participate in the
upside with minimal capital at risk. This delivers higher income while always protecting and growing
the investors’ capital. This forms part of an ‘income’ allocation of a portfolio and is suitable for all
investors.

Outlook
Our investment view is that interest rates will stay low for an extended period, and stock market volatility
will increase. During 2012-2016 the level of volatility was low. Historically volatility has remained low for
periods of 4 years - 1992-1996, 2002-2006, and 2012-2016. Volatility has started to increase.

These are dangerous times for traditional investment approaches with global total debt outstanding as a
percentage of GDP at historical highs. GDP growth remains below trend, interest rates are at historical lows,
and central banks are implementing unconventional monetary policies.

Increased volatility is often experienced around key data releases relating to interest rates, growth, inflation
rates, and key political events. These dates are detailed in the report, along with market pricing of likely
outcomes where available. We present data from futures markets, credit default swaps, and online betting
odds.

Our expectation is that volatility will increase, with "risk-on", "risk-off" investing occurring only distantly
related to fundamentals. Relying on market predictions, as is the traditional approach, with a ‘straight line’
pay-off leaves investors exposed to large capital losses.

With a ‘hockey stick pay off’ investment profile, set to always participate in the upside with minimal
capital at risk, investors can approach these markets with confidence.
Long term volatility – period since 2012 low by historical standards, starting to increase in 2016
Volatility S&P500 (VIX) 1990 – 2016

Australian volatility A-VIX 2012-2016

Understanding the A-VIX
The S&P/ASX 200 VIX (A-VIX) is a real-time
volatility index provides an insight into investor
sentiment and expected levels of market
volatility. The index tracks S&P/ASX 200 index
option prices as a means of monitoring
anticipated levels of near-term volatility in the
Australian equity market.

The level of implied volatility has been rising, but
is still low by historical standards.

Cash Rate - Australia
•
•

•

•

The RBA cut cash rates to 1.75% on 3
May 2016
Upcoming RBA meetings:
o July 5
o August 2

Market pricing of interest rate cut to
1.5% at July meeting based on interbank cash rate futures

No cut: 88% Cut 12%

http://www.asx.com.au/prices/targetratetr
acker.htm

Bond Yield - Australia

•

The Australian Government 10 year
bond rate on 16 May 2016 fell to 141
year lows.

http://www.bloomberg.com/market/ratesbonds

Interest Rates – International
•
•

•

•

Upcoming US Federal Reserve decisions:
o Jul 28
o Sep 22
Upcoming Bank of Japan decisions:
o Jul 29
o Sep 21
Upcoming European Union decisions:
o Jul 21
o Sep 8
Upcoming Bank of England decisions
o Jul 14
o Aug 4

GDP Growth– World

GDP growth remains below trend, see IMF
April world outlook “Too slow for too long.”

July 14: Australia unemployment. Previous
5.7% in line with consensus.
July 15: US retail sales. Previous + 0.5%
MoM to May above consensus.
August 12: Euro zone GDP growth.
Previous annualised 1.7% in line with
consensus.

Sep 7: Australia GDP growth. Previous
annualised 3.1% exceeding consensus.
Highest since 3Q2012.

Inflation
July 10: China inflation. Previous 2.0% YoY to May below
consensus.
July 15: USA core inflation rate. Previous 2.2% in line
with consensus.
July 22: Australia inflation rate. Previous 1.3% below
consensus.

Share Indices

Bear markets historically occur every 4 ½ to
5 ½ years – the last US fall was in 2007-2009
with falls nearly 50%.
The graph shows price declines since 1929
(range 25% to 90%, average 38%) and
duration of decline (22 to 160 weeks)

Global Debt
Global total debt outstanding as a % of GDP has grown
from 180% in 2000 to over 240%, and is at historical
highs.
This increases the fragility to market sell-offs.

Potential market triggers
July 2: Australian Federal election
o

Coalition $ 1.08 ALP $ 8.00

November 8: USA Presidential election
o
o

Democrats/Clinton: $ 1.30
Republicans/Trump: $ 3.75

Mid 2017: German elections

* Pricing based on online betting odds

The Gyrostat 3 step investment
approach
1. Buy and hold blue chip shares with insurance on
the Australian Stock Exchange
2. Technology enables our software systems to choose
the lowest cost insurance from the many alternatives.
The amount of insurance is set to always participate
in the upside with minimal capital at risk.
3. On market moves we re-set the insurance level.
If the share price rises, we buy more to 'lock in' the
gains, on falls we sell some that is no longer required.
In contrast, traditional approaches have a ‘straight line’
payoff with no protection in place.

If your objective is to generate a higher level of income than
cash and term deposits, whilst always protecting and growing
your capital investment...

...our fund can help.

Risk managed equity
income fund

Gyrostat
30%

ASX 200
Cash (BBSW90)

a

 inimum distribution cash rate plus 3% (currently
M
5.3%)

a

 rowing your investment on market rises or large
G
‘one off‘ falls

a

Protecting your investment when markets fall

a

Compounded returns of 33% since inception

a

21 consecutive quarters of no losses exceeding 2%
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We buy and hold
blue chip stocks and
pass on the franked
dividend.

Jun ‘16

Our Track Record of Returns:

We simultaneously enter the Australian
Securities Exchange (“ASX”) options market
to hedge risk.
We are always fully invested with minimal
capital at risk.

Period

Gyrostat

ASX 200

BBSW 3M

31 Mar 2012

6.1%

-6.7%

4.9%

31 Mar 2013

7.6%

2.0%

4.3%

31 Mar 2014

7.1%

4.0%

3.8%

31 Mar 2015

6.7%

5.2%

3.6%

31 Mar 2016

5.1%

1.3%

3.3%

* compunded annualised returns since inception

Business Model - “How we invest”
Unit Trust

Stock Market ASX

Options Market ASX

Technology & Deregulation

Investors purchase units in
“Gyrostat Capital Stability
Income Fund”.

The fund simultaneously buys
stock and enters ASX options
market

The fund net income is
dividends and franking credits
less expenses and the cost of
protection.

Stocks are “buy and hold”
to generate dividends and
franking credits

For hedging risk only we
use calls and put options to
grow your investment when
markets rise, and protect your
investment when markets fall.

Software continuously
monitors price movements
to identify “least cost”
alternatives to restore riskreturn pay-off from market
moves.
Deregulation enables low cost
transactions

Call: (03) 9041 0970

YPD-GYR0003

Further details available at:
www.gyrostat.com.au
info@gyrostat.com.au

Daily management to restore
risk-return profile from
market movements

